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Swizznet is pleased to announce it has been named a Sage Partner Cloud provider for the
commercial real estate industry in the United States. The new partnership means that Sage
clients can have an easier transition to the cloud with Swizznet and can keep the products
they currently use.

 

Sage is the global market leader for technology that provides small- and medium-sized
businesses with the visibility, flexibility, and efficiency to manage finances, operations, and
people. The company’s Partner Cloud program, which launched in December 2020, enables
select partners to become managed services providers for their customers.

The program in the United States includes Sage 100 and Sage 300, as well as Sage 100
Contractor and Sage 300 Construction and Real Estate (CRE).

“Moving to the cloud is no longer a question of ‘if,’ it’s a matter of ‘when’ for real estate and
construction firms that want to grow and succeed,” said Bob Hollander, President and Chief
Executive Officer of Swizznet. “We’re thrilled to help companies smoothly and seamlessly
transition to the cloud with Sage’s business solutions and support them as they evolve and
compete.”

As a Sage Partner Cloud provider, Swizznet offers construction and real estate firms in the
United States the tools, expertise, and resources needed to customize and deploy Sage’s
business management solutions on the Microsoft® Azure platform.

“As the demand for cloud solutions in the construction industry has increased, we want to
provide our customers with a flexible option to move their current Sage solutions to the cloud
at their own pace, without disruption,” said Dustin Stephens, vice president of Sage
Construction and Real Estate. “We are pleased to have our trusted partner Swizznet join the
Sage Partner Cloud program to deploy Sage 300 Construction and Real Estate and Sage 100
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Contractor in the cloud.”

Swizznet’s relationship with Sage began in 2014, first as an authorized hosting partner and
later becoming a development partner for Sage construction and real estate.


